Kean University
Student Assistant (SA) Job Description

Job Summary

A Student Assistant (SA) at Kean University plays a vital role in promoting the mission of the department/office and university. Generally, the SA is required to perform various clerical, administrative or semi-professional tasks related to the efficient functioning of the department/office and its programs and services. Overall, the student will ultimately assist in maintaining an organized workflow for the department/office and performing duties to assist with work operations as assigned by the supervisor or their designee.

A Student Assistant position is a customer-service oriented job and students will gain valuable customer service and professional skills in their positions. All students must understand the importance of and maintain confidentiality in daily work operations. This includes information protected by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) and other applicable laws and regulations. Students will be expected to abide by all university policies and procedures.

Students must be registered for undergraduate classes and maintain their enrollment status to work in these positions. Student Assistants may qualify for Federal Work Study, which will be determined by the Office of Financial Aid. Some Student Assistant positions with Federal Work Study funding may be Community Service based. Some positions may require a minimum GPA, as determined by department/office guidelines.

Student Assistants are permitted to work a maximum of twenty (20) hours per week and cannot work in multiple hourly positions. The assignment may include day, evening and/or weekend hours, depending on the position. SA’s are required to take appropriate breaks and are not permitted to work more than seven (7) hours per day per HR policy. Students are expected to arrive to work on time and are required to clock in and out of assigned shifts and for required break times in Workday, to ensure accurate timekeeping. Scheduling of hours is at the discretion of the supervisor, based on department/office needs and take into consideration the student’s class schedule and availability each semester. It is the supervisor’s responsibility to work with the student to ensure a healthy balance of academic and nonacademic commitments.

Examples of Work

- Provides coverage of the front desk and phones and greets all callers and visitors in a courteous, polite and professional manner
- Answers basic questions and/or refers callers or visitors to the appropriate point of contact or resource
- Takes accurate messages as needed
- Responds to work related emails and may assist with replying to department email accounts, if assigned by the supervisor
- coordinates the reception/desk area and maintains orderliness of all associated spaces
- Opens and distributes mail to the appropriate employees
- Assists with outgoing mail (folds letters and envelopes, prepares labels, etc.)
• Performs hand-deliveries to other campus offices
• Picks up office supplies from the Warehouse
• Prepares correspondence and other documentation
• Assists with basic office administration and other work as needed: this may include maintaining spreadsheets; preparing reports; coordinating/gathering data; filing, copying or scanning documents, etc.
• Maintains office supplies, printers and copiers
• Keeps file rooms and supply rooms organized
• Attends work-related orientations, trainings, workshops and events as required
• Assists with special projects and other assignments as required

**Department/Office Specific Examples of Work**
*Please provide additional details if not included above*

**Qualifications and Skills**

Student employment will build general and specialized skills and create a genuine sense of pride and enthusiasm for the University. Students will grow personally and professionally while working at Kean and therefore prior work experience is beneficial, but not required for all student positions.

Position requirements are determined as appropriate for the specific assignment and may include, but are not limited to the following:

• Proficiency in basic clerical skills
• Basic knowledge of computers and efficiency in Microsoft Office programs such as Word and Excel
• Good oral and written communication skills, with the ability to communicate in a respectful, helpful and friendly tone
• Organizational skills
• Customer service/satisfaction oriented
• Maintain a neat appearance and positive attitude

Some student positions may require the ability to lift or carry supplies, materials and/or equipment over long and short distances

**Department/Office Specific Qualifications and Skills**
*Please provide additional details if not included above*